
Lesson Plan: magnetism unit 

 

Aim: To understand how magnets attract to things and each other (two different 

poles) and understand that the distance between two magnets relates to the amount 

of attraction taking place. I also want them to know what kinds of materials magnets 

attract to.  

 

Materials needed: 

-Two magnets 

-paper clips 

-chalk 

-rubber ball 

-hockey puck 

-aluminum 

-mirror 

-copper 

 

1. Hand out two magnets to each student and have them observe for 

themselves how they react to each other. (5min) 

2. Go over with the class what they observed while showing how the two 

magnets interact in front of the class, while writing on the board what is 

going on: There are opposite sides and opposites attract and likes repel and 

that the attraction was stronger between the two magnets when they were 

held closer together. (5-10min) 

3. Have them copy the notes on the board while handing out a box of materials 

to the class filled with paper clips, chalk, rubber ball, hockey puck, aluminum, 

copper and a mirror.  Take away one of the magnets because it is no longer 

needed in the further activities. (5min) 

4. Have them play around with all of the objects in the box to see what the 

magnets attract to and not attract to. (5min) 

5. Have them make a T chart with one side saying that it attracted, and the 

other side saying that it repelled.  

6. Once their done with those objects, have them go around the room and test 

any objects they want and tell them to add it to their chart. (2min) 

7. Have them sit down and clean and collect the materials to be put away 

because they may get distracted. 

8.  Go over their charts, and write all their tested objects on the board for them 

to copy and add more to their list. Conclude the findings on what types of 

objects that the magnet attracts to. (5-10min) 

 

 


